The ArmorCar™ Carriage from Wildeck sets the standard for quality, reliability, and value for material handling lifts. The fully enclosed carriage provides safe transport of your material and prevents damage that can result from material or product falling off a standard carriage. It is available for new VRCs or can be retrofitted to upgrade existing Wildeck hydraulic or mechanical lifts.

The ArmorCar™ Carriage is manufactured to the highest possible quality standards to meet your needs for safety, increased material protection, and reduced wear.

QUALITY DETAILS THAT MAKE A DIFFERENCE:
- Safe, Fully-Enclosed Carriage
- Galvanized Diamond Plate Floor and Wall Panels
- Rigid, Resilient Construction
- Clean, Bright, Durable Surface
- Withstands Daily Wear-and-Tear
- Eliminates Touchups or Repainting

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS INCLUDE:
- Self-Storage Facilities
- Retail Operations
- Buildings of Worship
- Hospitals & Clinics
- Theaters & Entertainment
- Schools, Universities, Colleges
- Government Facilities
- Auto Dealerships
- Records Storage Operations
- Manufacturing / Assembly Facilities
- Other Applications
UNCOMPROMISED SAFETY:
Wildeck’s ArmorCar™ Carriage has been designed for mechanical or hydraulic lift mechanisms that meet or exceed stringent ANSI/ASME B20.1 and OSHA safety standards. Wildeck Vertical Reciprocating Conveyors (VRCs) are for the movement of materials only. Riders are not permitted.

LOAD CAPACITY: 2,200 lbs. (Typical)

STANDARD CARRIAGE/PLATFORM SIZE:
72” wide x 96” long x 84” high

CARRIAGE FLOOR AND WALLS:
Rigidized Galvanized Steel Diamond Plate over structural framing members.

ROOF: Standard Flattened Expanded Steel Mesh

LIGHTING: Recessed 60 Watt Light Fixture (Actuated by an “open door” condition).

INTERLOCKED CARRIAGE DOOR(S):
Operating ends of the carriage (used for loading and off-loading) are equipped with electrically interlocked roll-up door(s). (Note: The VRC will not operate unless the carriage door(s) are closed and latched).

OPTIONS:
- Larger Carriage
- Heavier Capacity
- Access Ramp
- Solid Roof Panels

(Not: Specifications will vary depending on your VRC design.)

Safe. Durable. Smart.

Contact your Wildeck Representative for a quotation on a new or retrofit VRC with an ArmorCar™ Carriage specifically configured to your application requirements.

DIAMOND PLATE ADVANTAGE
The ArmorCar™ Carriage is constructed with rigid galvanized steel diamond plate floor and wall panels providing a bright and durable surface that withstands daily wear and tear and eliminates touchups or repainting.